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Chapterr 2 

Thee Effects of Social Motives on Negotiation and 

Post-Negotiationn Performance in Small Groups 

Inn this Chapter, I wil l introduce the traditional dominant theoretical paradigm 

thatt has guided negotiation research, outline the main methodology used in that 

research,, and discuss some limitations of the traditional paradigm. Thereafter, I 

wil ll  elaborate on the goals of this dissertation that were presented in Chapter 1. 

Too do so, I wil l first discuss critical differences between dyadic and small group 

negotiation.. Second, I wil l introduce the concept of social motives. In the 

literature,, many different intrapersonal, interpersonal, and situational factors that 

cann elicit different social motives have been investigated. I wil l present an 

overvieww of these factors and discuss their effects in mixed motive situations 

usingg the concept of transformation of motivation developed in Interdependence 

Theoryy (Kelley & Thibaut, 1978), and summarize results of studies about the 

effectss of social motives in dyadic negotiations. Third, I wil l explain why it is 

importantt to investigate the aftermath of group negotiation. Finally, I wil l 

summarizee the above and give an outline of this dissertation. 

Thee Negotiation Paradigm 

Mixed-Motivee Interdependence 

Thee rewards, such as money, time, food, pleasure, and enjoyment, and costs, such 

ass pain, sadness, guilt, and regret, we experience in our daily lives often not only 

dependd on our own behavior, but on the behavior of others as well (Kelley & 

Thibaut,, 1978; Rusbult & Van Lange, 1996; Thibaut & Kelley, 1959). When 

behavingg in a certain way entails rewards for an individual as well as for his or 
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herr interaction partner(s), the interacting individuals are positively (or 

cooperatively)) interdependent (i.e., they "sink or swim together"). When behaving 

inn a certain way entails rewards for an individual and costs to his or her 

interact ionn par tner ts), the interacting indiv iduals are negatively (or 

competitively)) interdependent. In this situation, they can only gain rewards at 

eachh other's expense (i.e., when one of them sinks, the others swim and vice 

versa). . 

Feww social interactions take the form of these "extreme" situations (Davis, 

Laughlin,, & Komorita, 1976). Rather, the interdependence structure most 

frequentlyy encountered is more complicated in that it involves a combination of 

thee above two types of interdependence. These situations are referred to in the 

literaturee as mixed-motive interdependence (Schelling, 1960). In mixed-motive 

interdependence,, whether an individual wil l experience rewards or costs 

dependss on the combination of his or her own behavior and the interaction 

partner'ss behavior. 

Thibautt and Kelley (1959) used matrices to represent the outcomes that 

differentt behavioral options have to interaction partners.1 Following their matrix 

approach,, we can represent a mixed-motive interdependence situation using an 

examplee of two team members, Lisa and John, who work together on a project 

andd have to prepare an important presentation for their company (see Figure 1). 

Lisaa and John can choose whether they wil l prepare for the presentation 

(cooperativee choice) or whether they wil l not prepare for the presentation (non-

cooperativee choice). The figure shows how the outcomes of Lisa (see the upper-

11 These matrices should not be seen as literal representations of the cognitions, motivations 

andd emotions individuals have in interaction situations, since it is "unlikely that 

individualss conceptualize or experience interaction in terms of numerical values arrayed in 

matrices""  (Rusbult & Van Lange, 1996, pp. 566). Of course, typical interdependence 

structuress within complex interaction situations are far more complicated than can be 

representedd in a simple 2x2 matrix. Therefore, a matrix should be seen as a parsimonious 

tooll  for representing "the essential features of a specific interaction phenomenon" (Rusbult 

&&  Van Lange, 1996, pp. 566). 
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rightt corner of each quadrant) and John (see the lower-left corner of each 

quadrant)) depend on the behavior they both enact. 

Lisa a 
don't t 

preparee prepare 

prepare e 

John n 

don't t 
prepare e 

Figuree 1. Example of a situation characterized by mixed-motive interdependence. 

Whenn both Lisa and John choose not to prepare for the presentation, the 

presentationn wil l go badly, which entails negative outcomes to both (represented 

byy the number "-5"). If one of them (e.g., Lisa) chooses to prepare for the 

presentation,, whereas the other (e.g., John) does not, this yields favorable 

outcomess (i.e., 15) to the uncooperative team member John who can relax while 

still,, the presentation wil l go reasonably well. However, it yields extremely 

unfavorablee outcomes (i.e., -10) to the cooperative team member Lisa, because she 

iss suckered into preparing for the presentation all by herself. Finally, if both team 

memberss choose to prepare for the presentation, they wil l each have an outcome 

off  10 points. This clearly is less favorable than the 15 points representing not 

preparingg while one's partner does the work, but also much better than the -5 

pointss representing failure for both caused by mutual non-cooperation. 
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AA Theory-Based Research Paradigm for Negotiation 

Likee the above example, negotiation is a mixed-motive situation, because it 

involvess both incentives for non-cooperation (i.e., seeking an agreement that is 

beneficiall  for oneself) and incentives for cooperation (i.e., agreement is better than 

noo agreement). Much of the early research examining behavior in such mixed-

motivee situations was based on studies investigating the kind of choices 

individualss make in highly formalized experimental games (Rubin & Brown, 

1975),, based on mathematical models of rational decision making (Luce & Raiffa, 

1957).. In these experiments, participants are confronted with an interdependent 

situationn similar to the one in the example of Lisa and John who had to prepare 

forr a presentation. In this situation, both interaction partners are assumed to 

knoww each other's preference patterns (Luce & Raiffa, 1957), but without 

knowingg the other's choice, each party has to choose either to cooperate or to 

defect. . 

Althoughh research using these matrix games generated much knowledge 

regardingg behavior in mixed motive situations (Pruitt & Kimmel, 1977; Van 

Lange,, Agnew, Harinck & Steemers, 1997a), theories about the impact of 

negotiatorr tactics (Schelling, 1960; Walton & McKersie, 1965) raised some 

criticismm about this methodology. The critique focused on two main aspects 

(Harinck,, 2001). First, in most mixed-motive situations occurring in real life, 

interactionn partners do not have full information regarding each other's 

preferencee patterns. Moreover, in real life, interaction partners can influence each 

otherr by communicating, discussing their preferences, flattering or threatening 

eachh other. In contrast, in matrix games, interaction partners can only influence 

onee another by the irreversible behavioral choices they make. 

Too deal with the criticism of the matrix game approach, researchers 

developedd a methodology that is less formal and which leaves more room for the 

interpersonall  processes characteristic of negotiation. In this paradigm, two parties 

aree treated as independent decision makers who have to resolve a divergence of 

interestt by negotiating. In the negotiation, they are aiming to maximize their self-

interest.. Possible past or future interactions between the parties are usually not 

considered.. The causal sequence in this paradigm can be described as follows: 

Conditionss that are present at the time of the negotiation affect certain 
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psychologicall  states (such as the negotiators' motives, perceptions, and 

cognitions).. These psychological states directly impact the negotiation outcomes. 

Outcomess are also affected indirectly, via the negotiation strategies and tactics 

thatt the negotiators choose (Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). 

Researchh guided by this dominant theoretical paradigm has used so-

calledd negotiation games as its main methodology. Negotiation games are 

stripped-downn simulations of real life negotiation (Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993), in 

whichh (most often two) parties are confronted with one to five negotiation items, 

orr "issues". In a negotiation about a car sale, these issues might for example be the 

pricee of the car, its delivery time, the number of months that a warranty wil l be 

given,, and the number of accessories the car wil l be equipped with. Each of the 

negotiatorss receives a "profit schedule" in which he or she can see how much each 

possiblee agreement wil l pay off. An example of these profit schedules is given in 

Tablee 1. The buyer is given the upper profit schedule, while the seller is given the 

lowerr schedule. 

Forr each negotiation issue, there are five levels on which the two parties 

cann form an agreement. For example, concerning the price of the car, the parties 

havee to decide whether it wil l be $3000, $3250, $3500, $3750 or $4000. Next to each 

pricee level, negotiators can read how profitable this price level is in terms of their 

individuall  outcomes, represented by points. Thus, a price of $3250 would yield 

individuall  outcomes of 150 to the buyer and 25 to the seller. 

Individuall  pay-offs, or outcomes, are negatively correlated, such that in 

thee above example, a higher price wil l yield better outcomes for the seller than for 

thee buyer, whereas a shorter delivery time wil l yield better outcomes to the buyer 

thann to the seller. However, in many negotiation games, the outcomes of the two 

negotiatorss are not perfectly negatively correlated. Instead, these games often 

havee integrative potential, in that one individual's gains do not equal the other's 

losses.. Both parties can achieve relatively high outcomes when they trade off 

lossess on issues that are relatively unimportant for them for gains on very 

importantt issues. In the above example, the price of the car and the number of 

accessoriess are the most important issues for the buyer, whereas delivery time 

andd warranty are the most important issues for the seller. Therefore, the buyer 

couldd trade off gains on price and number of accessories for losses on delivery 
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timee and warranty, whereas the reverse is true for the seller. This behavior is 

calledd logrolling (Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). 

Tablee 1. Example of payoff schedules in a negotiation game for a car buyer 

(upperr pannel) and seller (lower pannel). 

Buyers'' profit schedule 

Price e 

$3000 0 

$3250 0 

$3500 0 

$3750 0 

$4000 0 

Seller's s 

Price e 

$3000 0 

$3250 0 

$3500 0 

$3750 0 

$4000 0 

200 0 

150 0 

100 0 

50 0 

0 0 

Delivery y 

11 week 

22 weeks 

33 weeks 

44 weeks 

55 weeks 

profitt schedule 

0 0 

25 5 

50 0 

75 5 

100 0 

Delivery y 

11 week 

22 weeks 

33 weeks 

44 weeks 

55 weeks 

Time e 

100 0 

75 5 

50 0 

25 5 

0 0 

Time e 

0 0 

50 0 

100 0 

150 0 

200 0 

Warranty y 

11 month 

22 months 

33 months 

44 months 

55 months 

Warranty y 

11 month 

22 months 

33 months 

44 months 

55 months 

0 0 

20 0 

40 0 

60 0 

80 0 

400 0 

300 0 

200 0 

100 0 

0 0 

Numberr of 

Accessories s 

11 0 

22 100 

33 200 

44 300 

55 400 

Numberr of 

Accessories s 

11 80 

22 60 

33 40 

44 20 

55 0 

Inn the example presented in the above, logrolling would lead the negotiators to 

agreee on a price of $3000, a delivery time of five weeks, a one month warranty 

andd five accessories. This agreement would yield an individual pay-off of 600 to 

eachh negotiator, resulting in joint outcomes of 1200. A compromise solution, in 

whichh the parties split the differences between them equally, e.g., a price of $3500, 
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aa delivery time of three weeks, a three months warranty and three accessories, 

wouldd yield individual outcomes of only 390 to each negotiator, which would 

resultt in the much lower joint outcome of 780. When an agreement would be 

formedd that favored one of the negotiators, for example a price of $4000, a 

deliveryy time of five weeks, one month warranty and one accessory, this would 

yieldd individual outcomes of 780 to that negotiator (in this case, the seller), while 

thee other one would have an individual outcome of zero. Thus, we can conclude 

thatt in the situation where negotiators form a compromise agreement or a win-

losee agreement that favors one negotiator, joint outcomes are lower than when 

theyy form an integrative agreement by engaging in logrolling. 

Althoughh research guided by the dominant theoretical paradigm has 

yieldedd much knowledge regarding negotiation in general and about the factors 

thatt stimulate integrative negotiation in particular, it is overly simplistic in 

variouss ways (Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). First of all, the dominant theoretical 

paradigmm has overlooked the fact that many negotiations do not take place in 

dyadicc settings, but rather take place in groups containing multiple parties, each 

withh its own interests and preferences. Although adding parties and profit 

scheduless can quite easily expand the research paradigm to a multiparty 

situation,, only a very small number of studies have done so (for exceptions see 

Gillespiee et al., 2000; Mannix, Thompson, & Bazerman, 1989; Polzer, Mannix, & 

Neale,, 1998; Thompson, Mannix, & Bazerman, 1988; Weingart et al., 1993). This is 

unfortunate,, because it allows for the possibility that findings based on dyadic 

negotiationss may not be generalizable to groups (Kramer, 1991). 

AA second limitation of the dominant theoretical paradigm noted by Pruitt 

andd Carnevale (1993) is that it fails to take into account that negotiators do not 

alwayss aim to maximize their self-interest. Instead, research has shown that 

negotiatorss can be egoistically motivated, and aim to seek good outcomes for 

themselvess only, but they can also be prosocially motivated, and aim to seek 

goodd outcomes for themselves as well as for other parties (De Dreu et al, 2000; 

McClintock,, 1976). These differences in negotiators' social motives affect 

negotiationn processes and outcomes (De Dreu et al., 2000). A third limitation to 

thee dominant theoretical paradigm is that it has failed to recognize the 

consequencess of negotiations for further performance. Thus, the question of what 
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happenss when the negotiation is over and parties resume their normal tasks, has 

remainedd unanswered. 

Thee three limitations to the dominant paradigm discussed in the above 

havee inspired the research reported in this dissertation. I wil l address these 

limitationss in the following sections, starting with the differences between dyadic 

andd group negotiations. 

Differencess Between Dyadic and Group Negotiations 

Reviewss of the differences between dyadic and group negotiations all stress the 

greaterr complexity of the latter (Bazerman, Curhan, Moore, & Valley, 2000; 

Kramer,, 1991; Levine & Moreland, 1990; Mannix, 1993b; Mannix et al., 1989; 

Moreland,, Hogg, & Hains, 1994; Neale & Bazerman, 1991; Thompson et al., 1988). 

Groupp negotiations are more complex for several reasons. First, group 

negotiationn is more complex than dyadic negotiation from a social point of view. 

Groupp dynamical processes and phenomena, like cohesiveness, social influence, 

andd groupthink (Janis, 1972) play an important role in groups whereas they do 

not,, or less so, in dyads (Kramer, 1991). 

Second,, while dyadic negotiations may already have a complicated 

structuree in terms of the payoffs different agreements yield to the two parties, 

groupp negotiations leave even more room for structural complexities. Dyadic 

multi-issuee negotiations may contain fixed-sum issues, in which parties' 

preferencess are opposed and one party's gains equal the other's losses; win-lose 

issues,, in which parties' preferences are completely opposed and there is no 

possibilityy for a compromise; common value issues, in which parties' preferences 

aree identical; or integrative issues, in which parties have opposed preferences on 

twoo or more issues but the issues differ in how important they are for the two 

parties.. While all these possibilities also exist in group negotiations, group 

negotiationss have the additional feature that a negotiator may have identical 

preferencess as another party on a certain issue, while his or her preferences for 

thatt issue are diametrically opposed to the preferences of a third negotiator. Thus, 

inn group negotiations, the bargaining space (e.g., the set of logically possible 
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agreements)) usually is larger than in dyadic negotiations, and this makes group 

negotiationss computationally more complex (Kramer, 1991). 

Third,, Neale and Bazerman (1991) argue that because of this greater 

informationall  and computational complexity, negotiators have an even greater 

needd to simplify the cognitive demands of the task in a group negotiation than 

theyy already have in a dyadic negotiation. Therefore, they may fall prey to 

heuristicss and biases like the availability heuristic (Argote, Seabright & Dyer, 

1986),, overconfidence in their own assessment of the situation (Boje & 

Murnighan,, 1982) and the fixed-pie perception (Thompson & Hastie, 1990) even 

moree easily than in a two-person negotiation. Based on this, Neale and Bazerman 

draww the pessimistic conclusion that negotiators are less likely to find mutually 

optimall  agreements when they negotiate in a group setting than in a dyadic 

settingg (Bazerman et al, 2000; Neale & Bazerman, 1991). 

Fourth,, procedural complexity is greater in negotiating groups than in 

dyads.. This greater procedural complexity manifests itself in several ways. For 

one,, exchanging information, a process central to negotiation (Schulz & Pruitt, 

1978),, becomes more difficult when there are more people to communicate with. 

Moreover,, while in a dyadic negotiation, the conditions that define an agreement 

aree quite obvious (e.g., both parties have to agree), this is not the case in group 

negotiations,, where it is much less clear what constitutes an agreement (e.g., do 

alll  group members have to agree, or only a majority, or a two-third's majority?). 

Therefore,, in group negotiations, there is a greater need for formalized 

proceduress such as decision rules (e.g., majority rule, unanimity rule), rules of 

orderr (e.g., voting procedures, agenda setting), and norms (distribution norms 

likee equality or equity). 

Fifth,, and finally, group negotiations are more complex from a strategic 

pointt of view. Choosing between different negotiation strategies is more difficult 

inn group negotiations, because the way in which one behaves to one group 

memberr is often visible to other group members. Therefore, negotiators in 

multipartyy situations should not only think about how the person to whom a 

certainn behavior is directed wil l react, but also about the reactions of others who 

observee it (Kramer, 1991). This observation, together with the structural and 

decisionn rule issues noted above, points to one of the most striking strategic 
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differencess between dyadic and group negotiation, namely the possibility to form 

alliancess or coalitions with certain others to the exclusion of some others 

(Bazermann et al., 2000; Mannix, 1993a, 1993b; Neale & Bazerman, 1991). A 

coalitionn can be defined as "any subset of a group that pools its resources or 

unitess as a single voice to determine a decision for the entire group" (Murnighan 

&&  Brass, 1991, p. 285). As such, coalition formation can be seen as an instance of 

self-interested,, distributive behavior that is unique to group negotiation. 

Thee above overview has shown that there are several important 

differencess between dyadic and group negotiations. As the growing importance 

off  teamwork in organizations makes group negotiations more prevalent, it 

becomess critical to go beyond studying dyadic negotiation and to start studying 

groupp negotiations. In this dissertation, I wil l focus especially on the effects that 

sociall  motives have on group negotiation processes and outcomes and on post-

negotiationn group functioning and performance. In the next section, I wil l explain 

whatt social motives are, where they come from, and what role they play in 

mixed-motivee situations like negotiation. 

Sociall Motives 

Transformationn of Motivation 

Too explain mixed-motive interdependence, earlier in this chapter I gave the 

examplee of two team members, Lisa and John, who could decide to prepare for a 

jointt presentation or not (see Figure 1). What wil l each team member do in this 

situation?? From the individual perspective of a team member, it makes sense not 

too prepare for the presentation. The team member does not know what the other 

wil ll  do, and being cooperative not only makes it impossible that he or she wil l 

attainn the very favorable outcome of 15 points, it also makes him or her 

vulnerablee to exploitation by the other (i.e., - 10 points). Thus, if Lisa and John 

wouldd base their choice on immediate self-interest they would both choose not to 

cooperate,, and they would end up in the -5 / -5 cell. 

Althoughh the above analysis makes sense, observing mixed-motive 

interactionn in real-life situations teaches us that individuals do not always make 
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thee non-cooperative choice. Instead, people often cooperate: Team members 

preparee for presentations together, co-workers demonstrate extra-role helping 

behavior,, and many of us donate to charity. In other words, individuals 

sometimess forego the opportunity of achieving what is in their direct self-interest. 

Howw can these cooperative choices be explained? 

Accordingg to Interdependence Theory (Kelley & Thibaut, 1978), the 

behaviorall  options interaction partners choose partially depend on the objective 

featuress of the interaction situation, and partially, and probably more 

importantly,, depend on the way individuals perceive the situation. Based on their 

values,, norms, preferences, prior experiences, or habits, individuals transform, or 

redefine,, the objective situation (i.e., the "given" matrix), and then act on the basis 

off  the outcomes in this subjective situation (i.e., the "effective" matrix). This 

transformationn process can explain why individuals do not always make selfish 

choices.. When Lisa in the previous example believes or feels that not her own 

outcomess alone are important, but John's outcomes as well, she would pay 

attentionn to the total, instead of her own outcomes (this is referred to as a 

Maxjointt transformation, Rusbult & Van Lange, 1996). This transformation of the 

givenn matrix can be represented by simply adding up the values in the cells (see 

Figuree 2). 

Thee figure shows that this transformation has rendered the choice for 

howw to behave relatively simple: When Lisa now chooses to prepare for the 

presentation,, this wil l yield her an outcome of either 5 or 20 points, dependent on 

whatt John does. However, choosing not to work wil l yield an outcome of either 5 

orr -10 points, again dependent on what John does. If Lisa does not know what 

Johnn wil l do (e.g., there is a 50-50 chance that John wil l prepare for the 

presentationn or not), it is now "logical" for her to choose to prepare for the 

presentation,, because this has a higher expected value (0.5 x 5 + 0.5 x 20 = 12.5) f 

thann choosing not to prepare for the presentation (0.5 x 5 + 0.5 x -10 = -2.5). 
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Lisa a 

prepare e 

prepare e 

John n 

don't t 
prepare e 

don't t 
prepare e 

20 0 

5 5 

5 5 

-10 0 

Figuree 2. A Maxjoint transformation. 

Thee "given" situation can be transformed in various ways. In outcome 

transformations,transformations, individuals take into account their own outcomes and the 

outcomess of their interaction partners. In transpositional transformations, 

individualss take the strategic temporal features of the interaction situation into 

accountt (e.g., "Should I be the first to act or should I wait until the other acts?"). 

Therefore,, this type of transformation only applies to situations where the 

interactionn partners behave in alteration rather than simultaneously (see, for 

example,, the coordination-games studied by De Best-Waldhober, De Dreu, & Van 

Knippenberg,, 2001). In sequential transformations, individuals take into account the 

sequencee of behavioral choices that they will enact (e.g., "If the other does this, I 

wil ll  do this"). Since outcome transformations are the most relevant for the current 

overview,, I wil l focus on this type of transformations (see for an overview of 

transpositionall  and sequential transformations Rusbult and Van Lange, 1996). 

Outcomee transformations can be expressed in terms of the "weights" that 

individualss assign to their own and interaction partners' outcomes (De Dreu & 

McCusker,, 1997). These weights can be represented on two axes, one for the value 
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thatt an individual assigns to his/her own outcomes and one for the value that an 

individuall  assigns to his/her interaction partner's outcomes (see Figure 3, 

adaptedd from Van Lange & De Dreu, 2001). 

Thee simplest "transformation" an individual can make is to pay attention 

too his own outcomes only (this can be referred to as a MaxOwn transformation, 

(Rusbultt & Van Lange, 1996).2 Individuals may also transform the interaction 

matrixx in such a way as to maximize the relative difference between one's own 

andd the other's outcomes in order to "win" from the other (MaxRel). In Figure 3, 

thesee transformations, which are mainly directed at one's own interests, are 

referredd to as individualism and competition, respectively. Individuals may also 

makee transformations in which the outcomes of the interaction partner are valued 

more,, like the Maxjoint transformation in the previous example, or a 

transformationn in which one maximizes the other's outcomes, without regard for 

one'ss own outcomes (MaxOther). In Figure 3, these transformations are referred 

too as cooperation and altruism, respectively. Figure 3 shows that many more 

possiblee transformations exist, such as assigning exclusively negative weights to 

ownn outcomes (masochism), or assigning negative weights to both one's own and 

thee other's outcomes (nihilism), but these transformations are relatively rare 

(Liebrand,, 1989). 

Inn the negotiation literature, outcome transformations are typically 

dichotomizedd into proselfor egoistical transformations (i.e., MaxOwn and MaxRel) 

andd in prosocial transformations (i.e., Maxjoint and MaxOther). There are several 

reasonss for this. First, although different motives may lie at the basis of different 

22 This transformation of the given matrix can be represented by only looking at Lisa's 
valuess in the matrix (see Figure 1). This transformation makes the choice for how to 
behavee relatively simple: When Lisa chooses not to prepare for the presentation, this will 
yieldd an outcome of either 15 or -5 points, dependent on what John does. However, 
choosingg to work will yield an outcome of either 10 or -10 points, again dependent on 
whatt John does. If again, we assume that Lisa does not know what John will do, it is now 
"logical""  for her to choose not to prepare for the presentation, because this has a higher 
expectedd value (0.5 x 15 + 0.5 x -5 = 5) than choosing to prepare for the presentation (0.5 x 
100 + 0.5 x -10 = 0). 
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transformationss (e.g., the motive to do well for oneself versus the motive to 

maximizee the difference between one's own and the other's outcomes), the 

differentt transformations often lead to the same behavior in negotiations. Thus, 

negotiatorss who make a MaxOwn transformation as well as negotiators who 

makee a MaxRel transformation are likely to engage in distributive behavior. 

Second,, when looking at prosocial transformations, purely altruistic 

transformationss (MaxOther) have not only been found to be relatively rare (Van 

Lange,, 1997; Van Lange, Often, De Bruin, & Joireman, 1997b) but are also not very 

relevantt in a negotiation context. That is, if one is only interested in letting the 

otherr do well, there is no need to negotiate. Therefore, in the following I wil l stay 

closee to the existing literature and focus on prosocial versus proself 

transformations. . 

+ + 
A A 

Altruism m 

Outcomes s 
forr Other 

Inferiority y 

Masochism m 

Cooperation n 

Individualism m 

Nihilism m Competition n 

Aggression n 

Outcomess for Self 

Figuree 3. Different outcome-transformations. 
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Thee Functionality and Origin of Outcome Transformations 

Whyy would individuals who find themselves in mixed-motive interaction engage 

inn transformation of the given situation? This question has two components. First, 

onee may ask what functions transformations may serve for the individuals who 

engagee in them and second, one may ask where the tendency to transform the 

"givenn matrix" in an interdependent situation comes from. With regard to its 

functionality,, Kelley and Thibaut (1978) have suggested that individuals make 

transformationss because they "provide a basis for action, in that they reveal a 

"correct""  or desirable course of action where no such clarity existed in the given 

matrix""  (Rusbult & Van Lange, 1996, p.577). As the example of the two team 

memberss who have to prepare for a joint presentation showed, it can be very 

difficultt for an individual to choose which behavior to enact based on the given 

matrix,, whereas the transformed matrix makes this choice much easier. Because 

thee above review of the differences between group and dyadic negotiations 

showedd that the former are generally more complex, the need for heuristics that 

simplifyy the situation may be stronger in groups (Neale and Bazerman, 1991). 

Therefore,, this heuristic function of outcome transformation may especially be 

importantt in group negotiations. 

Concerningg the origins of transformation, there has been much debate in 

thee literature (see for an overview of this debate Caporael, Dawes, Orbell, & Van 

dee Kragt, 1989; Liebrand, 1989). Some have argued that transformations are 

causedd by genetically determined dispositions, while others have argued for a 

sociall  interaction approach. The genetic perspective relies on socio-biological 

theoriess about the survival of genes and the selfish nature of man. These theories, 

withh Evolution Theory (Darwin, 1859) being its most well-known representative, 

statee that species evolve because of coincidental mutations in the frequencies of 

genes,, and because the process of natural selection causes the frequency of those 

geness that increase an organism's offspring to increase in the population. In 

sociobiology,, much attention has been given to a book by Richard Dawkins, "The 

selfishh gene" (1976), in which altruistic behavior is described as behavior that 

increasess the others' "chance of survival" at the cost of one's own "chance of 

survival".. According to this definition, cooperative behavior is doomed to 

extinguish,, because the genes of those who behave altruistically do not "survive" 
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ass well as the genes of those who behave individualistically. Therefore, an 

exclusivelyy genetic explanation for transformational dispositions does not seem 

realistic,, because it would make cooperative behavior impossible, whereas 

instancess of cooperative behavior do occur in our society. 

Variouss authors pose a solution to this problem (Axelrod, 1984; Buss, 

1999;; Cosmides & Tooby, 1992; Liebrand, 1989). They state that individuals may 

too some extent be predisposed to behave cooperatively or non-cooperatively, but 

thiss is combined with the tendency to adapt to the behavior of the interaction 

partner(s).. Conditional altruism, a pattern of behavior characterized by 

reciprocatingg cooperative as well as non-cooperative behavior, has been found to 

bee a very good way to deal with mixed-motive situations. To be able to adopt this 

behaviorall  pattern, an organism must be capable of discriminating between 

cooperatorss and non-cooperators (Axelrod, 1984). The propensity to learn to 

makee this type of discriminations may be genetically determined. However, what 

iss learned wil l depend in some part on variables outside the organism (Liebrand, 

1989).. Thus, apart from purely genetic dispositions, learning processes and the 

environmentt also play a role in forming an individual's transformational 

dispositions. . 

Accordingg to Kelley and Thibaut (1978), individuals learn to make certain 

transformationss through experience in interdependent situations. This learning 

mayy occur through direct experience or through observation and modeling (e.g., 

whenn one witnesses the behavior of important social models like parents, siblings 

andd teachers). Empirical evidence for the importance of prior interaction comes 

fromm research by Van Lange and colleagues. For example, Van Lange (1997) 

foundd that prosocially oriented individuals more often grew up with more 

siblingss than proselfs. Especially the number of sisters seemed to be important in 

developingg a prosocial orientation. Possibly, the underlying reason for the above 

findingss is that children who are born in large families already learn to share 

resourcess at an early moment in life. More evidence for the importance of 

interactionn comes from the finding that the prevalence of prosocials in the 

populationn increased, and the prevalence of proselfs decreased, with age (Van 

Langee et al., 1997b). A possible explanation for this finding is that over time, 

individualss learn that having a prosocial orientation has various benefits. 
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Followingg from the above debate, various origins of prosocial and proself 

transformationss have been identified in the literature (cf. Van Lange & De Dreu, 

2001).. First, researchers have investigated the impact of individual dispositions, 

andd found that interpersonal difference variables like for example trust 

(Yamagishi,, 1986; Yamagishi & Sato, 1986), concern with future consequences 

(Messickk & Brewer, 1983), and machiavellianism (Christie & Geis, 1970) influence 

thee tendency to make transformations in a given interdependence situation (for 

reviewss see Kelley & Thibaut, 1978; Rusbult & Van Lange, 1996). 

Thee dispositional variable that has received by far the most attention in 

thee literature concerning interdependence is social value orientation (McClintock, 

1972),, defined as an individual's preference for specific patterns of outcomes 

betweenn him / herself and interdependent others. Often, researchers distinguish 

betweenn three orientations: a prosocial, an individualistic, and a competitive 

orientation.. Individuals can be classified as having one of the above orientations 

usingg "decomposed games" (Messick & McClintock, 1968), in which they have to 

choosee their preferred outcome distribution (e.g., one that maximizes joint gain, 

correspondingg to the prosocial orientation; one that maximizes own gain, 

correspondingg to the individualistic orientation, and one that maximizes relative 

gain,, corresponding to the competitive orientation) over several iterations. Social 

valuee orientations as measured using the above procedure have been found to be 

relativelyy stable (Rusbult & Van Lange, 1996), and they have been shown to affect 

cooperativee behavior in a variety of interdependence situations. A prosocial 

orientationn has been shown to promote cooperative intentions and behavior in 

experimentall  mixed-motive tasks (De Dreu & Van Lange, 1995; Van Lange & 

Liebrand,, 1991), as well as in real-life situations, such as close relationships (Van 

Langee et al., 1997a) and commuting decisions (Van Lange, Van Vugt, Meertens, & 

Ruiter,, 1998). 

Apartt from individual dispositions, the tendency to make a prosocial 

transformationn in an interdependent situation can also be enhanced by features of 

thee situation. Situationally determined positive feelings enhance helping behavior 

andd cooperation (e.g., Forgas, 1998 ; Pruitt & Carnevale, 1993). The classic 

summerr camp studies by Sherif et al. (Sherif & Sherif, 1953; Sherif, White, & 

Harvey,, 1955, see also: Sherif, 1958) showed that the introduction of a 
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superordinatee goal increases the likelihood that individuals wil l make a prosocial 

transformationn and act accordingly. The perception of a shared identity with 

one'ss interaction partner(s) has also been shown to increase cooperative behavior 

(Dawes,, Van de Kragt, & Orbell, 1988; Deutsch, 1973; Chen, Chen, & Meindl, 

1998). . 

Sociall  motives can also be induced by instructions from superiors or third 

parties.. For example, interaction partners can be instructed to be concerned with 

thee other's welfare and to see the other as a "partner" instead of as an opponent. 

Instructionss like these have often been used to manipulate social motives in 

negotiationn research (see, e.g., O'Connor, 1997; O'Connor & Carnevale, 1997; 

Pruittt & Lewis, 1975; Weingart et al, 1993). Another often-used method to 

manipulatee social motives is by using (monetary) incentives. For example, 

interactionn partners can be told that their payment depends on how well they do 

ass a dyad or group to induce a prosocial motive, whereas they can be told that 

theirr payment depends on how well they do individually to induce an egoistic 

motive.. This method has also been used in many negotiation studies (see, e.g., De 

Dreuu et al., 1998; Giebels, De Dreu, & Van de Vliert, 2000; Weingart, Hyder, & 

Prietula,, 1996; Schulz & Pruitt, 1978). Apart from instructions and incentives, 

negotiationn research has also used mood manipulations (Carnevale & Isen, 1986; 

Forgas,, 1998), future interaction with the other negotiator (Ben-Yoav & Pruitt, 

1984),, and social relationships (Fry, Firestone, & Williams, 1983) to manipulate 

sociall  motives. A meta-analysis by De Dreu et al. (2000) has shown that these 

differentt ways to manipulate social motives were functionally equivalent, in that 

noo differences in effects were observed. I wil l now turn to the findings of research 

examiningg social motives in negotiation. 

Researchh Findings Concerning the Effects of Social Motives in Negotiation 

Researchh on the effects of social motives on cognitions, behavior and outcomes in 

negotiationn has shown that prosocially motivated negotiators tend to value 

inclusivenesss as well as equality in outcome distribution (Van Lange, 1999), and 

transformm a negotiation into a collaborative game in which fairness and joint 

welfaree are important (Giebels et al., 2000). Moreover, prosocially motivated 

negotiatorss engage in integrative behavior and refrain from distributive behavior 
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(Dee Dreu et al., 2000; Weingart et al., 1993). In contrast, egoistically motivated 

negotiatorss tend to ignore others' interests, are reluctant to sacrifice personal 

outcomess to benefit others and the collective (Van Lange, 1999), and transform 

thee negotiation into a competitive game in which power and personal success are 

importantt (Giebels et al., 2000). A meta-analysis (De Dreu et al., 2000), based on 

288 studies, showed that prosocially motivated negotiators obtained higher joint 

negotiationn outcomes, in which their own and the other's interests were 

integratedd to a greater degree, than egoistically motivated negotiators. 

Interestingly,, twenty-seven of the 28 studies in the meta-analysis 

conductedd by De Dreu et al. (2000) concerned two-party (dyadic) negotiations. 

Thee only publications on the effects of social motives in group negotiations that I 

amm aware off, are those of Gillespie et al. (2000) and Weingart et al. (1993). The 

studyy by Gillespie et al. (2000) showed that social value orientation influences the 

extentt to which negotiators were satisfied with the group outcomes, but no 

resultss regarding negotiation behavior and outcomes were reported. Consistent 

withh research on dyadic negotiations, the study by Weingart et al. (1993) showed 

thatt a prosocial motive produced higher joint outcomes than an egoistic motive. 

However,, this effect was only marginally significant on two of the three indexes 

forr joint outcomes. Weingart and Brett (1998) did another study in which the 

effectss of motive were examined in a multiparty negotiation. In this study, group 

memberss had the same, or different, orientations at the beginning of the 

negotiation.. Although the results showed that when groups shifted to egoism, 

thiss increased the occurrence of impasse, no results concerning joint negotiation 

outcomess were reported. 

Al ll  in all, because such a small number of studies has addressed the 

effectss of social motives in group negotiation and because results are not very 

convincing,, more research on the effects of social motive in group negotiation is 

needed.. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the first goal of this dissertation was 

thereforee to establish the robustness of the effects found by Weingart et al. (1993), 

andd the second goal of this dissertation was to investigate the interplay of social 

motivess with variables that are specific to a group context. Experiments designed 

too address these goals are presented in Chapter 3 and 4, respectively. 
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Effectss of Group Negotiation on Distal Performance 

Accordingg to McGrath (1997; McGrath, Arrow, & Berdahl, 2000), research on 

smalll  groups should take into account the fact that groups are dynamic and 

adaptivee systems that are undergoing change. Therefore, researchers should 

recognizee that the events that occurred in a group's history affect its future 

actionss and performance, and extend the traditional study designs to permit the 

explorationn of these effects that occur over time. McGrath argues that up til l now, 

smalll  group research has failed to do so. 

Consistentt with these observations, prior negotiation research has 

ignoredd the "aftermath" of negotiation; it has overlooked the events that occur 

afterr the negotiation is over. Indeed, Saunders (1985) noted: "Conflict researchers 

aree woefully ignorant about the post-negotiation period and the events during 

negotiationn that shape it" (p. 261). This is very unfortunate, because many 

negotiationss occur in settings in which, after they have negotiated, parties have to 

interactt again and perform tasks that are unrelated to the negotiation. Thus, for a 

reall  understanding of the impact of negotiation in organizations, we do not only 

needd to consider the short-term, but the long-term consequences as well (Thomas, 

1992). . 

Inn the literature, there is some indirect evidence that speaks to the 

possiblee effects of negotiation on distal performance. For example Steiner (1972) 

arguedd that discussing conflicts in work groups is detrimental to performance, 

sincee it would only result in "process losses": The time that is spent on resolving 

conflictt cannot be used to engage in task performance. However, there have also 

beenn scholars who have argued and found that "building" some conflict into 

groupp decision making, for example by using decision procedures like devil's 

advocacyy and dialectic inquiry, can actually improve the quality of decisions 

(Schweiger,, Sandberg, & Rechner, 1989). Likewise, research investigating 

minorityy dissent has shown that being confronted with a conflicting point of view 

cann enhance creativity (Nemeth & Staw, 1989). For example, Nemeth & Kwan 

(1985)) found that research participants confronted with minority influence gave 

more,, and more original word associations than research participants confronted 
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withh majority influence. In the same vein, Nemeth & Kwan (1987) found that 

minorityy influence increased the number of different performance strategies 

researchh participants used in a word-searching task, which benefited their 

performance.. Rubin, Pruitt, and Kim (1994) also argued that negotiation may 

havee effects that lie in the future and speculated that the positive negotiation 

experiencee of achieving an integrative agreement could enhance interpersonal 

relations,, increase feelings of self-efficacy, and decrease the likelihood of future 

conflict.. Finally, the only study that directly investigated the aftermath of 

negotiationn (O'Connor & Arnold, 2001) showed that the negotiation event of 

reachingg an impasse indeed affected post-negotiation perceptions, emotions and 

behaviorall  intentions. Negotiators who impassed subsequently experienced 

lowerr self-efficacy and reduced willingness to work together in the future. 

Cross-sectionall  research has also shown that teams can prevent the 

negativee effects of conflict and negotiation if they cultivate an environment that is 

openn and tolerant of diverse viewpoints, and at the same time have cooperative 

normss preventing those disagreements from being misinterpreted as personal 

attackss (Amason, 1996; De Dreu & West, 2001; Jehn, 1995; Simons & Peterson, 

2000).. According to Tjosvold (1998), this can be accomplished when team 

memberss perceive their goals to be positively linked, so that they develop 

cooperativee attitudes and a prosocial motivation. In contrast, if team members 

perceivee their goals to be negatively linked, so that they develop competitive 

attitudess and an egoistic motivation, conflict and negotiation may deteriorate 

subsequentt group functioning and performance. Indeed, research showed 

positivee correlations between cooperative attitudes, constructive conflict 

managementt and group functioning and performance (e.g., Alper, Tjosvold, & 

Law,, 2000; for a review, see Tjosvold, 1998). 

Takenn together, the above (indirect) evidence showed that negotiations 

mayy have effects on future group functioning and performance. The third goal of 

thiss dissertation was to investigate whether this indeed is the case. Cross-

sectionall  studies on team performance provided some indications that social 

motivess present during the negotiation might play a crucial role in whether these 

affectss are positive or negative. Many scholars have argued and shown that 

differentt social motives trigger different "mindsets," or "mental models", that is: 
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Ann egoistic motive may cause individuals to define the task situation differently 

thann a prosocial motive (Carnevale & Probst, 1998; Giebels et al., 2000; Liebrand, 

Janssen,, Rijken & Suhre, 1986; Kelley k Thibaut, 1978; Van Lange, 1999). Prosocial 

individualss tend to transform the group situation into a cooperative game, in 

whichh harmony, fairness, and collective success are important. This may lead 

themm to view cooperative behavior as morally appropriate, whereas independent 

andd competitive thinking is considered immoral. Egoistic individuals, in contrast, 

tendd to transform the group situation into a competitive game, in which power, 

independence,, and personal success are key. This may lead them to view 

cooperativee behavior as weak, and independent and competitive thinking as 

strongg and smart. In other words, a prosocial motivation produces a tendency to 

valuee harmony, inclusiveness and efficient coordination, and this fits well with 

convergentt performance. An egoistic motivation, in contrast, produces a tendency 

too value independence, personal success, and critical attitudes, and this fits well 

withh divergent performance. Moreover, group members with prosocial motives 

aree more likely to have positive negotiation experiences than group members 

withh egoistic motives, and this may also affect their post-negotiation functioning 

andd performance. 

Inn the studies reported in Chapter 5, we investigated whether post-

negotiationn performance was affected by the social motives group members had 

duringg negotiation (experiment 1 and 2). Moreover, since prior research has not 

addressedd the question whether negotiations have universal effects on different 

typess of group tasks or whether their effects are contingent upon the task that a 

groupp has to perform, we also report findings regarding the interactive effects of 

sociall  motive during negotiation and task type on group functioning and 

performancee (experiment 2). 

Thee Current Dissertation: Summary and Overview of the 

Experiments s 

Becausee of the increasing prevalence of teamwork in organizations, group 

negotiationn is an important topic for research. Notwithstanding the fact that 
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manyy review articles have articulated important differences between group 

negotiationss and dyadic negotiations, the vast majority of studies on negotiation 

havee focused on dyads, and ignored groups. Therefore, this dissertation is 

concernedd with group negotiation, and the research reported herein considers 

whatt makes group negotiation more or less effective and how group negotiation 

affectss further group functioning and performance. I focus on the effects of social 

motive,, a variable that has been identified as an important determinant of 

negotiationn behavior and outcomes. 

Becausee up til l now, the effects of social motive on negotiation behavior 

andd outcomes had been almost exclusively investigated in a dyadic context, the 

firstt goal of this dissertation was to fil l this void. Therefore, the experiment 

reportedd in Chapter 3 was focused on establishing the robustness of the effects of 

sociall  motive on joint negotiation outcomes in groups found by Weingart et al. 

(1993),, and to identify the processes that lead to these effects. 

Becausee the scarce studies that investigated effects of social motives in 

groupss had focused on main effects only, the second goal of this dissertation was 

too gain insight in the interplay between social motive and other variables present 

inn a group context. Therefore, Chapter 4 is focused on the interactions between 

sociall  motives with the structure of the negotiation task and the decision rule that 

iss used in the negotiation. 

Finally,, because the aftermath of negotiation had been ignored in prior 

research,, the third goal of this dissertation was to investigate the effects of social 

motivess during group negotiation on post-negotiation group functioning and 

performance.. To address this goal, in Chapter 5, I report two experiments. The 

firstt experiment examined the effects of social motives during group negotiation 

onn distal group performance, and the second examined the interaction between 

sociall  motives during group negotiation and post-negotiation task type on group 

functioningg and performance. In Chapter 6, I wil l summarize the main 

conclusionss of the studies presented in this dissertation, address their 

contributionss and limitations, and give suggestions for future research. 




